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	One of the reasons why it is so hard to improve your racing is that sailing is such a time-intensive sport. If you are running, you can start your training session fi ve minutes after you’ve shut your front door, whereas it may take a sailor fi ve hours (or more) to drive to the venue, fully rig the boat and get on the water. This is why full-time sailors have such an advantage over those weekend warriors. If you can sail only at weekends, it can be very unfortunate if there is too much wind to sail on the Saturday and not enough wind on the Sunday, or if, when you can sail, there is no coach available!


	The aim of this book is to help those who wish to improve their skills in the shortest time possible. To achieve this you need to assess yourself and then spend your time training in the most effi cient way. You can, after all, improve your sailing by going to the gym or reading (this book) from the comfort of your armchair. Coaching is an extremely important part of learning, but for the vast majority of sailors it is not possible to have a coach all the time. In fact, because of the constraints of time, money and location, many sailors may only have a coach on rare occasions.


	This book is for all those busy people who still want to be successful, and need to optimise every hour of every training session without a coach!
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Mastering ColdFusion MXSybex, 2002
This book is designed to teach you how to develop sophisticated, dynamic, and interactive websites by using ColdFusion.

ColdFusion, launched in 1995 by Allaire Corporation (now owned by Macromedia), was the first web application server available for Windows NT–based web servers. ColdFusion is now in a new version named MX, which is...
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Encyclopaedia Arcane: Blood MagicMongoose Publishing, 2003
The ancient practice of blood magic has been outlawed in many civilised societies, for though it allows access to staggering levels of magical power the price can be very high. Savage tribes often respect blood magic, though even they tend to fear and avoid it where possible – its power is the stuff of legend, to be invoked only by those who...
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Macromedia Flash MX game design demystified: the official guide to creating games with FlashMacromedia Press, 2002
So you wanna be a hotshot game designer? Well, if you have a basic grasp of  Macromedia Flash MX, you can. Unafraid to tackle some of the more complicated  aspects of game creation (including physics and trigonometry!), this  comprehensive reference covers it all. Macromedia Flash  Game Design Demystified starts out...
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DHTML Utopia Modern Web Design Using JavaScript & DOMSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2005
"Create Killer Websites Using the Power of Modern JavaScript"     DHTML Utopia is an easy-to-follow, step-by-step tutorial that will show you how to make your websites more slick, dynamic, and usable.
  Add dynamic interactivity to your website with DHTML by combining the power of JavaScript, Cascading Style Sheets(CSS), and...
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Pro SQL Server 2008 MirroringApress, 2009
Pro SQL Server 2008 Mirroring is your complete guide to planning, using, deploying, and maintaining database mirroring as a high-availability option. Mirroring protects you by maintaining one or more duplicate copies of your database for use in the event the primary copy is damaged. It is a key component of any production-level,...
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Android Database ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2012


	Today, we live in an increasingly data-centric and data-driven world. We live in a world where companies like Amazon track every item we view and every item we purchase so as to recommend similar products to us. We live in a world where companies like Google store every search query thrown at them so as to recommend better search queries in...
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